
COURSE NOTES 
FAIRY BELLS

LEG 1 12 km Elevation Gain 0m PADDLE BAROON POCKET DAM

Fastest estimate = 1:10 hrs 
To Finish estimate = 2:00 hrs

1
‣FIRST RESPONSE - Wave paddles vertically to attract safety craft. Use Phone in emergency. 
‣Team kayaks must stay within 100m of each other - safety officials will be checking 
‣Teams to navigate the waters of Baroon Pocket Dam to collect all CPs in order. On completion 

of leg carry kayak and paddle gear to designated area. 
‣TRANSITION - Barron Pocket Dam

Team
Estimate: 1,2,3, 

TA1

‣ START INFORMATION 
‣ Race Briefing 0900hrs, Gear Drop from 0915hrs 
‣ Transport to Start 1015hrs, Race Start 1230hrs 
‣ TA1 LOGISTICS: No Box. Place Paddle gear in ‘ready to go’ area on exit.
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LEG 2 14 km Elevation Gain 260m TREK TO KONDALILLA

Fastest estimate = 2:45 hrs 
To Finish estimate = 4:30 hrs

1
‣CAUTION - Exercise extreme caution on slippery wet rocks in gorge. Short swims required. 

Teams MUST carry / wear PFDs for this leg. 
‣Teams to enter the gorge and Obi Obi Creek at point designated on map and exit the creek 

when it intersects the great walk after approximately 5kms. On exiting the creek use the great 
walk to travel to Kondalilla Park and TA2. Give way to park guests at all times. Collect all CPs 
in order. 
‣TRANSITION - Kondalilla Park. 

Team
Estimate: 4,5,TA2

‣ TA2 LOGISTICS: Box A, Bike at TA1. Place gear in ‘ready to go’ area on exit.
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LEG 3 30 km Elevation Gain 450m MTB MAPLETON TO WAPPA DAM

Fastest estimate = 2:00 hrs 
To Finish estimate = 4:30 hrs

2,3,4
‣CAUTION - Public roads, cars/trucks travelling at high speed, ride single file, use sidewalks 

and paths where possible, give way to pedestrians  
‣CAUTION - Exercise extreme caution – steep descents on this leg depending on route choice 
‣Teams to use Kondalilla Falls Rd and Flaxton Drive to travel to Mapleton and then use the fire 

trails and tracks to navigate their way towards Cooloolabin Dam and then down to Wappa 
Dam. Collect all CPs in order. 
‣TRANSITION - Wappa Dam Park

Team
Estimate: 6,7,8, 

12,TA3

‣ TA 3 LOGISTICS: Box B. Place gear in ‘ready to go’ area on exit.
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LEG 4 7 km Elevation Gain 245m TREK WAPPA STATE FOREST

Fastest estimate = 1:00 hrs 
To Finish estimate = 2:00 hrs

4
‣CAUTION - Take care on slippery wet rocks. Dense undergrowth in some creek beds. Gaiters 

recommended. 
‣Collect any 3 CPs in any order. Teams must stay within 100m of each other, all team 

members must visit CPs (within 5m), penalties will apply. 
‣TRANSITION - Wappa Dam Park

Team
Estimate: G,H,I,J,K 

TA3

‣ TA 3 LOGISTICS: Box B. Place gear in ‘ready to go’ area on exit.
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LEG 5  30 km Elevation Gain 450m MTB PARKLANDS TO PICNIC POINT

Fastest estimate = 2:45 hrs 
To Finish estimate = 5:00 hrs

5,6
‣CAUTION - Public roads, cars/trucks travelling at high speed, ride single file 
‣CAUTION - Exercise extreme caution – steep descents on this leg depending on route choice 
‣Teams must stay within 100m of each other, all team members must visit all CPs, penalties 

will apply. Teams to MTB from Wappa Dam Park to Parklands Mountain Bike park and then 
on to the finish line at Picnic Point collecting all CPs in and order. After Bli Bli teams must use 
the coastal pathway.

Team
Estimate: 13,14,16, 

20,21,TA5�
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In emergency call: 0497 417 195


